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1 Implementation of constitutive relations for chiral
materials in COMSOL

For bi-isotropic materials, the electric displacement D and magnetic induction B
are related to the electric (E) and magnetic (H) field as follows:

D = ε0εcE− iξ B (1)
H = B/µc − iξ E,

or

D = ε0εcE− iκ/cH (2)
B = µcµ0H+ iκ/cE,

where εc, µc and ξ are the relative permittivity, relative permeability and chi-
rality of the chiral medium, respectively, and κ = ξ µ0c. The chiral constitutive
equations have been implemented within COMSOL Multiphysics, which solves
Maxwell’s equations using a finite element method. The modifications are applied
to the Wave Optics Module, Electromagnetic Waves, Frequency Domain, which
are adopted by many works1−4.
The equation for D components is modified as
ewfd.Dx: epsilon0 const*ewfd.Ex+ewfd.Px-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.Hx
ewfd.Dy: epsilon0 const*ewfd.Ey+ewfd.Py-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.Hy
ewfd.Dz: epsilon0 const*ewfd.Ez+ewfd.Pz-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.Hz
The equation for H components is modified as
ewfd.Hx: (ewfd.murinvxx*(ewfd.Bx-i*kappa/ const*ewfd.Ex)+
ewfd.murinvxy*(ewfd.By-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.Ey)+
ewfd.murinvxz*(ewfd.Bz-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.Ez))/mu0 const
ewfd.Hy: (ewfd.murinvyx*(ewfd.Bx-i*kappa/c0*ewfd.Ex)+
ewfd.murinvyy*(ewfd.By-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.Ey)+
ewfd.murinvyz*(ewfd.Bz-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.Ez))/mu0 const
ewfd.Hz: (ewfd.murinvzx*(ewfd.Bx-i*kappa/c0*ewfd.Ex)+
ewfd.murinvzy*(ewfd.By-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.Ey)+
ewfd.murinvzz*(ewfd.Bz-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.Ez))/mu0 const
The equation for dH/dt components is modified as
ewfd.dHdtx: (ewfd.murinvxx*(ewfd.dBdtx-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ex)+
ewfd.murinvxy*(ewfd.dBdty-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ey)+
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ewfd.murinvxz*(ewfd.dBdtz-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ez))/mu0 const
ewfd.dHdty: (ewfd.murinvyx*(ewfd.dBdtx-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ex)+
ewfd.murinvyy*(ewfd.dBdty-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ey)+
ewfd.murinvyz*(ewfd.dBdtz-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ez))/mu0 const
ewfd.dHdtz: (ewfd.murinvzx*(ewfd.dBdtx-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ex)+
ewfd.murinvzy*(ewfd.dBdty-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ey)+
ewfd.murinvzz*(ewfd.dBdtz-i*kappa/c0 const*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ez))/mu0 const

2 Simulation of the reflection spectra, optical forces
and torques in COMSOL

For the calculation of reflection spectra, we build a 3D model. The model has
perfectly matched layers (PMLs) on the top and bottom of the model, where
in between them are three blocks whose heights are H1=800nm, t=45nm and
H2=800nm, corresponding to the prism (n=1.766), gold and the chiral environ-
ment, respectively. Port 1 at the interface between the top PML and prism is set
as circularly polarized light (CPL) on, while Port 2 at the interface between the
bottom PML and the chiral environment is set as CPL off. The out side of the
PMLs are set with Scattering Boundary Conditions (SBCs). To calculate the re-
flection spectra of a light illuminating on a smooth metal surface, the width of the
3D block should be very much shorter than the wavelength of interest, thus here is
30nm, which is < 1/20λ . The maximum size of the grid is 10nm, < 1/60λ , and
the number of degrees of freedom is 0.32 million. We should note here that for
CPL illumination, Port 2 can not be used to detect the reflection spectra because
the reflected waves are not CPL any more. An additional surface should be added
to the vicinity of Port 1, thereby the accurate reflection spectra can be calculated
by the surface integration of the Poynting vector, as shown in Fig. 1.

Then we tested the simulation convergence by changing the height of both the
prism and chiral environment in the model, and the results show good convergence
for different heights, as shown in Fig. 2 to 6.

The most accurate results of the calculation of optical lateral force and optical
torques in the scattering problem should be obtained from 3D full wave simu-
lation in COMSOL. However, the mesh should be extremely fine enough to be
convincing which relies on an extremely huge amount of computer memory that
goes up to over 300 G. Fortunately, according to the dipole approximation, when
the radius of the nano-particle is very much smaller than the wavelength of inter-
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Figure 1: 3D model for calculating the reflection spectra.
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Figure 2: Validation of convergence by changing H1(left) and H2(right), when
ξ =−0.5×10−4.
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Figure 3: Validation of convergence by changing H1(left) and H2(right), when
ξ =−0.2×10−4.
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Figure 4: Validation of convergence by changing H1(left) and H2(right), when
ξ = 0.
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Figure 5: Validation of convergence by changing H1(left) and H2(right), when
ξ =+0.2×10−4.
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Figure 6: Validation of convergence by changing H1(left) and H2(right), when
ξ =+0.5×10−4.

est, it is sufficient to simplify the problem to 2D3,5. In the 2D model simulating
the scattering problem of the chiral nano-particle, the maximum size of the grid
for the prism is 18nm, < 1/30λ , the maximum size of the grid for the gold film
is 5nm, the maximum size of the grid for the chiral nano-particle sphere is 2nm
which is < 1/300λ , and the number of degrees of freedom is 1.73 million with its
corresponding required computer memory being 22 G.
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